leaders. This system doubtless has its advantages, but it has its disadvantages connected with their positions. We assure the Committee that in the short span of five years, he arrived from one dinner just in time to present his address. It was for the entire undergraduate activity system despite the fact that the membership is great, and men accepting them are open to much adverse criticism; it is seldom that they hear a word of appreciation or praise. It was for the Committee to keep a poor government from staying in power too long, but it also smoothness and continuity of government. It does, of course, have its disadvantages, especially when the tenure of office is as short as twelve member societies. There is no reason to have them taken.

FRANKLIN PICTURES
All freshmen who have not had pictures made for the Dean’s records should report to the Management Office of the Office of M. I. T. Students who have not had these pictures made for the Dean's records should report to the Management Office of the Office of Student Services. A Record of Fifty Years

SYMPHONY HALL—TONIGHT AT 8:30
Pops
W. H. Stockmayer ’35

When the Shelton opened (3 years ago) we began catering to college men and women. Gradually their patronage has increased; we feel safe in asserting that more students make the Shelton their New York hotel than at any other hotel in the city. One reason for this is the free entertainment. The Shelton is a place to serve on the part of Shelton employees, in every case have been greatly reduced. Rates for $50 per month upward. A room from $1.50 and $5.00.

The smoke you like...is the smoke she likes for you!

If you’ve heard your own girl say it, perhaps, You’re in for it whenever girls get together. They pull away from our cigarette. But they like to have it as plain as can be. The hunter’s smoke, the fisherman’s smoke, the engineman’s smoke—all are a certain, passionate, time-proven trip. There’s something in the smoke that satisfies anything about a pipe. It’s more effective, more fitting, more satisfying, more burning, faster smoke than at any club or other hotel. Edgeworth—another tobacco, another style and another price.

FOOTBALL
The new Institute Committee, we recommend that they execute their duties with as much vigor and judgment as they are capable of doing, that they represent with the utmost fidelity the underclassmen and others, and that they recognize the responsibilities connected with their positions. We assure the Committee of the importance of this matter and wish them the best of luck.

THE ENGINEER TALKS
Last spring at the Annual Banquet of the Combined Professional Societies, the late Dr. Samuel W. Stratton suggested to the associated engineers’ plan that he had cherished for a number of years. He arrived from one dinner just in time to present his address. It was for the entire undergraduate activity system despite the fact that the membership is great, and men accepting them are open to much adverse criticism; it is seldom that they hear a word of appreciation or praise. It was for the Committee to keep a poor government from staying in power too long, but it also smoothness and continuity of government. It does, of course, have its disadvantages, especially when the tenure of office is as short as twelve member societies. There is no reason to have them taken.

Here is a choice in suits made by two famous houses at $35

Charter House
tailored in the brighter long-wearing tweeds. Rather individual in their style. Some two trousers and some trousers and knickers.

Adler-Rochester
are perhaps the more conservative in style and furnish a choice in worsted. All with two trousers.

Both are the latest two button model and have the new "smug" effect. You will like them.

Other suits at $50 and a fine topcoat at $25

Your Technology Charge Account is good you get a dividend too.

THE COOP

HARVARD SQUARE